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Abstract

In this project, I design a channel model and the systems needed for receiver

initialization of a ADSL G.lite modem in the Ptolemy design environment. One

of the signi�cant problems in ADSL modem design is the inherent complexity of

the system. The objective of this project is to build a high level abstraction of the

speci�cation of an ADSL G.lite modem. This will enable simulation, performance

analysis, and synthesis of modem designs. A channel model is needed to accurately

simulate the e�ect of transmission of an electrical signal through a twisted pair of

copper cables. For optimal performance, the receiver and transmitter must adapt

to the channel and noise characteristics during initialization. The receiver must

estimate the channel and noise, perform channel equalization and also synchronize

to the transmitter.
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1 Introduction

The demand for bandwidth for high speed data communications for Internet access and

interactive media transmission has been growing explosively. Digital subscriber line (DSL)

technologies reuse the existing twisted pair copper cables that already reach most of the

customers for telephone connections to provide cost-e�ective, dedicated uninterrupted

high data rate connections that are secure and are always on. Asymmetric digital sub-

scriber line (ADSL) is a form of DSL that caters to the typical asymmetric bandwidth

requirements of residential customers and small businesses. A splitter is needed to sep-

arate the voiceband from the ADSL data transmission. Splitterless ADSL uses lower

power to reduce interference and can therefore only support data rates of up to 1.5Mb/s

downstream. This version of ADSL, called G.lite was standardized by the International

Telecommunication Union recently [1].

One of the signi�cant problems in ADSL modem design is the inherent complexity of

the system. The objective of this project is to build a high level abstraction of the spec-

i�cation of an ADSL G.lite modem. This will enable simulation, performance analysis,

and synthesis of modem designs. My contributions are a channel model and the systems

needed for the initialization of an ADSL receiver. The channel model is needed to accu-

rately simulate the e�ect of transmission of an electrical signal through a twisted pair of

copper cables. For optimal performance the receiver and transmitter must adapt to the

channel and noise characteristics during initialization. The Ptolemy design environment

supports the required heterogeneous design with di�erent models of computation [2].
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2 Background

2.1 Channel Characteristics

Channel characteristics are determined by several factors including cable length, cable

gauge, bridge taps, di�erent resistor-capacitor terminations and shunt resistances [3].

The signal is subject to electromagnetic interference, called crosstalk, from other cables

in the same bundle. Crosstalk can be modeled as colored additive Gaussian noise [4].

Relatively lower distortion is further caused by external sources and thermal noise.

2.2 G.lite ADSL modem

A bandwidth of 28 kHz to 552 kHz is used by ADSL G.lite modems [1]. Lower frequencies

are avoided to prevent interference from voiceband data. The lower part of this band-

width up to 138kHz is used by upstream data and the rest by downstream data. Using

discrete multitone modulation (DMT), the modemmodulates data into 128 subbands each

of bandwidth 4.3125kHz. The transmitter encodes multiple bitstreams using baseband

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). DMT is achieved by a 256-point inverse fast

Fourier transform (IFFT). One of the subchannels is dedicated to a pilot signal used for

synchronization. Inter symbol interference (ISI) is caused by a channel with memory. So

a cyclic pre�x is added to preserve the periodic nature of the IFFT. The receiver performs

time domain equalization using an FIR �lter. After the cyclic pre�x is removed, an FFT

is computed. The gain of the channel is canceled in a frequency domain equalizer before

QAM demodulation to extract bits.
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2.2.1 Receiver Initialization

During initialization known data sequences are transmitted to train the receiver. The

G.lite standard speci�es a detailed list of states and the signals to transmit and expect to

receive while in each state [1]. The various steps in a typical initialization in chronological

order are -

� Handshake - The receiver negotiates settings during handshake. Detection of the

handshake signals needs systems that can detect activity in individual subchannels.

� Automatic gain control - The receiver measures the incoming signal amplitude

to adapt the automatic gain control.

� Synchronization - The receiver acquires approximate frame synchronization by

estimating the channel delay. Sample synchronization is achieved by using the

phase of a demodulated pilot signal.

� Time domain equalization - A linear �lter model of the channel is estimated.

This is used to compute an FIR �lter that performs equalization.

� Noise and gain estimation - The gain and noise in each subchannel is computed

by observing received samples obtained from a wideband pseudo-random signal

transmitted with cyclic pre�x. The subchannel gain estimate is used to compute

the frequency domain equalizer.

� Bit loading - Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each sub channel is estimated. The

optimal bit allocation for the subchannels is computed using this data.
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The receiver exchanges these settings with the transmitter in subsequent operations before

entering normal operations.

3 Modeling

3.1 Channel Model
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the channel model. (The graph is homogeneous)

The e�ect of transmission of the signal over the channel is modeled by a discrete time �nite

impulse response (FIR) �lter determined by the parameters of the cable. The channel

model is shown in Fig. 1. Crosstalk is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise �ltered

by an FIR �lter. Additive white Gaussian noise is used to model static noise. The channel

model is an homogeneous synchronous dataow (SDF) graph [5].

3.2 Receiver Initialization

The transceiver is modeled in two sections. The front end performs sample input and

output, dynamic addition and removal of cyclic pre�x and provides dynamic adjustment
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of the frame boundaries. This requires maintaining a dynamic bu�er of samples. To

model the synchronous interface to the analog domain the transceiver performs sample

input and output through one SDF block. This block is followed by dynamic dataow to

manage bu�ers and extract frames. The sampling phase error is estimated by the back

end and can be used in a phase locked loop tied to the sampling clock.

The back end of the transceiver processes the incoming frames and generates frames of

outgoing data. This part of the transceiver is modeled as an SDF graph driving statically

schedulable boolean dataow (BDF) blocks [5]. At every iteration one frame of input

and output is processed. This makes the design relatively simpler, but introduces a

signal processing delay in the system. The BDF systems control dataow to computation

intensive subsystems implemented in SDF blocks. An SDF representation is well suited

for fast implementations. The boolean control variables are generated by a �nite state

machine (FSM). The FSM also controls the generation of transmitter data frames. The

FSM transfers information about frame boundaries and makes requests for addition or

removal of the cyclic pre�x to the front end.

4 Implementation of Channel Model

The FIR �lter that models the channel is computed at the start of the simulation using

a program compiled from publicly available source code linemod [6]. The program o�ers

several options for cable parameters like gauge, length, bridge taps and additional circuit

elements. The coloring �lter for crosstalk noise is also computed at the start of simulations
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as an FIR �lter based on the number of disturbers in the cable bundle.

5 Implementation of Receiver Initialization

The front end of the receiver is implemented in boolean dataow, but requires a dynamic

scheduler. The front end would normally perform gain scaling at the analog interface.

However, to enable periodic updates, the gain scaling is performed at the back end.

Sample synchronization is assumed and the sampling phase error estimate is not used.

The simulation currently uses oating point data.

At the back end, pilot detection and loss of signal detection are performed for every

frame. The parent SDF system generates a reference signal to collect statistics of the input

at every subchannel for channel and noise estimation [3]. An ISI minimizing equalizer has

been implemented [7]. A practical bit loading algorithm has also been implemented [8].

The FSM is also implemented as an SDF block for convenience.

6 Simulation Results

The test results were obtained by a stand-alone simulation of the downstream receiver

with a precomputed input sequence. The implementation is scheduled using a fast DDF

scheduler present in Ptolemy. The simulation time is about 0.06 seconds per frame of

input (4300 samples/second) on a PC powered by an AMD K6-2 running at 450MHz.

For a full simulation of initialization that would correspond to approximately 40 minutes.

Fig. 2 shows the estimated channel and the equalized channel.
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Figure 2: The estimated channel (top) is obtained after 512 frames of input. The equalized

channel is the e�ective channel after equalization. The dotted line represents ISI.

7 Conclusions

In this project, I design a channel model and the systems required for initialization of an

ADSL G.lite modem. The channel model is con�gurable and models both crosstalk and

additive noise. The design uses signals identical to the standard speci�ed initialization

training sequences. The receiver is modeled in two sections. The front end being dynam-

ically scheduled to provide a supply of data frames to the back end. The back end is

statically scheduled A �nite state machine is used to direct the operation of the receiver.

The system is extensible and can be used for evaluation of the design of an ADSL receiver

under standard compliant input conditions.
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